
JUST MAKE IT RIGHT

at least once a week, a pedestrian will mistake this coffeeshop for the 90s
make me talk to their hand & i can’t tell them to put that shit away

my own hands are always too soft or not soft enough
either way, i make customers wait an extra fifteen seconds
while i wash them. because i don’t forget under the fingernails.

i make customers wait an extra fifteen seconds for their iced coffees
because i like watching the milk unfurl its wings inside the cup
i like filling people with dragons & i like to watch them hatch
i hope this loses us a star on yelp

henry is here every day. he thinks he can swear to me.
he thinks we have rapport. I don’t have rapport with anyone
who talks to me an hour before closing.

he says DAMN. THIS TEA IS
FUCKING BAD. FUCK.
i wash my hands

he says HEY DO YOU WANNA
HEAR A RACIST JOKE
i say “no”
i wash my hands

he talks to two teenage girls who move down a seat from him
they eventually leave & i think about all the other contexts he must
use the word “fuck” & i wash my hands

my manager gets an email from a disgruntled cantabrigian
who says the baristas are touching dirty rags
then not washing their hands

i scrub the same spot on the counter for five minutes
when don comes in because he likes to look
at my boobs & it’s annoying

i scrub the same spot & all the spots
like the counters are hands
i’ve somehow missed a wrinkle. a stain.
i try to make the steel scab.
then i wash my hands



i think about hands & i wash my hands

my hands touch other hands & things hands have touched
& i wash my hands

henry leaves his teeth in the tip jar where he knows i have to listen
to them rattle & twitch against the loose change
& empty space between the coins & i wash
my hands

a cambridge mom asks me about the origin
of almond milk & i do not point to the ocean

that answer would have been enough for me twenty years ago
when i learned about humans & saw the ocean & had a feeling
that something like a mother’s mouth once reeled us all in
by the neck

but this mom is not pleased at the inorganics
of the operation, the inefficiency
of the transaction
the way i stopped
to wash
my fucking
hands
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